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PREAMBLE

Tree of month up to 27th is the Ivy above. A note on this vital winter plant, the fruits are the sole
nectar plant during the whole winter period, the leaves are both waterproof and windproof, and as
such, provide perfect homes for the smaller birds, robin, tits, wren, sparrow and some finches, since
without leaving their cover they have food, water, cover and protection from the elements. The
profusion of such fruits/berries also is a reliable indicator of how severe the winter to come will be.

The wind direction on the 29th September was NE – therefore the predominant wind
direction up to 21st December will be NE – and from that date too it will also be a
cold raw NE wind through to the 21st March. Such a wind direction will bring raw
very cold bitter wind from Siberia and the Urals – thereby compounding all the
warnings of a long cold hard winter to come – and contrary to all the ‘weather
experts’ view of a mild wet autumn with above average temperatures. Forget
computer predictions – just follow nature and the methodology here. Nature is
never wrong. Despite a stormy SW wind on 29th September the ruling I to wait until

the current storm subsides then recalculate the wind direction. Trust me – it will be
E/NE and will bring cold for the next 180 days since the 21st December wind will be
the same N/NE direction.

Welcome to the October 2016 website entry, and for the second month running yet another
possible severe weather warning, near identical conditions to September, Full moon on the
16th, with rain too, Perigee on the 16th, and highest tides 16th to 20th. The only mitigating
fact this month is that there is a Met Office quiet period 16th to 20th, St Luke's little
summer around the same period, and children are on half-term, therefore I think not quite
as severe as last month!

Having said that, November has some dire warnings and I will highlight those
here now ahead of November website; November 2016 has a full moon on
14th, a cold moon too that could bring both/and/either snow or rain.
There is a perigee on 14th at 1124hrs.

There is a Met Office quiet period

15th to 21st that normally brings thick fogs too.

However there is a

supermoon - a moon that is nearest the earth and therefore appears to be
a lot larger and brighter, this is a once in a lifetime moon.

It is a

Penumbral moon (a search on internet website will be worth the effort) the
only one of this decade and the next will be around 2035; however the
significance of this special moon is that causes the
time above the norm!!!

highest tides to rise 1.2

For any of you residing on tidal affected areas this

is a highly significant matter.

There will be a lot of water around and the

normal high water mark will be breached - that is the significance of this
moon.

Hence the dire warning, better prepared than unprepared.

SUPERMOON 16TH 0423HRS

August 2016 – where did the rain go? The methodology here indicated rain from 16 th
August to the end of the month; alas it was a month of virtual drought here in the SE,
though most of the rest of the UK had plenty of rain. Therefore, as expected, some adverse
comment on how I ‘got it all wrong.’ So, may I offer an explanation please?
The Buchan Warm Period 12th to 15th came to fruition, as expected, but no rain as such
appeared after that in most of the SE – give or take a few thundery downpours in places.
This August 2016 ‘threw a curler,’ since of the 16 days from 16th to the 28th, when one might
normally expect SW winds, most unusually there were 8 days NE, 3 days E, 2 days SE and

just 3 SW winds. Despite the heat there was a quite detectable ‘cold nip,’ on the edge.
Therefore the SW winds affecting the rest of the UK did not arrive here in the SE. We had
the dry winds off the near continent and, once again came under the influence of the
continental air flow – I say once again since increasingly this continental airflow affects us
herein the UK all year round. In is most unusual to get E/NE winds in August and to have so
many is remarkable – and to the end of the month the colder mornings too showed. It was
the hottest continuous period here since 2002 and going back through 25 years of local data
I can find no comparable period for August. This hot dry weather affected the mainland
continent too – most unusual and has affected, what remains, of the fruit and grape harvest
in those regions too.
Therefore, the hot dry weather was unexpected, and I can find no
forecaster who predicted such an event, and for so long, therefore I consider it an unusual
event – such events do happen every now and then. Therefore the methodology did work
– but not for us here in the SE, and as result we continued with a hot dry August, the second
month (July the first) of drought, again a rarity.
There is however a downside to such hot
dry sunny weather, in that it heralds an early cold long autumn and winter, and each daily
event builds the data for this.

The interesting winds from the E/NE segment continued well into September, and
whilst the rest of the UK suffered much rain, once again here in the SE we remained
dry.
The heat of the 12th to the 15th was indeed such recording 32.2C on the instruments
here, hottest ever recorded for this site; but nationally the hottest September since 1911
at 34.2C at Gravesend.
However, normality returned in the next couple of days to more normal seasonal
temperatures; interestingly once again national headlines pronounced ‘a hot scorching
Indian summer,’ for the above heat – wrong!! The Indian summer is 18th to 28th
October, St Luke’s little summer, 5 days or so calm, dry , sunny settled weather,
ending with the St Jude’s day (28th) guaranteed stormy day.

For the early signs of winter, thank you to the reader from Driffield telling me his animals
are already growing winter coats. The robin staked territory claims, around the back doorthe source of food – very early this year –n a sure sign of long hard winter.
Stinging
nettles abound on the hedgerows and field boundaries too – also assign of good spring and
an abundance of tortoiseshell butterflies next year – since they their eggs in this plant.
The supply of hips, haws, seeds, flowers, acorns, nuts, fruits on trees, hedges and plants this
year by nature is magnificent in profusion and colour, but also indicate a long hard winter.

At the moment I need some more vital data (one day telleth another) to indicate how much
snow will fall in the New Year – I will be able to define that in the November entry.
Because BBC Radio Leeds now has me as a regular guest, I have to accept the massive
challenge of that diversity of climates of that massive region – therefore, it is a learning
curve; and I ask for a little leeway from such readers until I can master your weather
complexities. Having said that, a word of warning for the shepherds on the fells after
Christmas, which I will expand next month – but with the intense cold from the east, the
warmer damper air from the west over the Pennines could well cause some deep snow to
fall. Our cold from the east starts in Siberia and the Urals – already it is snowing there and
exceptionally cold – earliest such snow for many years; thus more vital data to back up the
claims of a long early hard cold winter.
A couple of months ago I suggested a book to read. I have a second such book by
the same author – same subject but expands it to animals, but equally as enthralling
and informative; The book is “ The Running Hare (the secret life of farmland) by
John Lewis-Stempel. ISBN = 978-0-857-52326-6.
Several readers have commented favourably on the previous Meadowland book,
therefore thank you.
I am often asked why I have not written a book about the methodology. It is a long
story; suffice to say that if you rub some up the wrong way then there are
consequences…
This month I have written a full script for such a book which will expand the website
content in easy readable format; I have signed a contract with a publisher, he has the
script and hopefully will do what is necessary to produce a readable book, written by
a Dummy for Dummies – if you are familiar with such books then you will see the
format easily. When it is published, maybe early spring 2017 I will inform everyone,
it will not be expensive – and it will fit into a pocket – but above all it will be
interesting. Rome was not built in a day – but slowly it gets built. The price will be
£12.99 – I think good value for the content everyone can use.
For those who have not yet found it – the website – the large circular ring – if you
click every item on that ring you will open out a true cornucopia of information,
that covers all the year – it is not there for decoration – it has a purpose.

Below is the nomenclature for the storms 2016/17 As issued by the Met Office 19th September 2016.

The difference between a Black moon and a Blue moon is that a Black moon is when there two new
moons in the month – and as such, one maybe for a while invisible; and a Blue Moon is the name
given to the second full moon in a month – hence the saying ‘Once in a blue moon.’

The winter (December 2016 to February 2017) advance prediction will be on the website
early October – I think a truly cold hard long winter to come too.
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September 2016.

OCTOBER 2016
NEW MOON = 1st @ 0113hrs = Frost. AND
30th @1739hrs = Fair.
1st QUARTER MOON = 9th @ 0535hrs = Rain.
FULL MOON 16th @ 0525hrs = Rain.
LAST QUARTER MOON 22nd @ 2016hrs = Rain/snow
DoP = None this month.
Highest spring tides 16th to 21st
APOGEE 4th @ 1103hrs, AND 31st @ 1930hrs.
PERIGEE 16th @ 2337hrs.
DANGER WARNING: FULL MOON + PERIGEE + HIGHEST SPRING TIDES
16TH TO 21st. EXPECT SEVERE WEATHER PROBLEMS.
3rd

Day of celebration after wine harvest

4th

Apogee @ 1103hrs

11th

Vinalia Day

New wine testing day. Apogee 14.18hrs

16th

Gallas

see notes for 29th September. PERIGEE @ 2337hrs.

18th

St Luke
weather)

St Luke's little summer is a fine day (4 days to a week of lovely

25th

BST ENDS

28th

St Simon & St Jude Marks the end limit of St Luke's little summer. A rainy day. On
St Jude's day the oxen may play (end of heavy farm work).

30th

BST ENDS

31st

Hallowtide
If ducks swim at Hallowtide, at Christmas the same ducks will slide.
The onset of winter and darker time of the year. Apogee @ 1930hrs

MET OFFICE NOTES: 16th to 19th Quiet period. 24th to 13th November a stormy period.
BUCHAN NOTES:

none

The full moon this month is called the Hunter's moon.
The tree of the month up to 27th is the Ivy thereafter the reed.
General Notes and Comments
THE Golden month - star of the weather prophets year.
The month with more weather signs than any month, but it has no day of prediction.

All October predictions look forward well into December and the New Year.
October has 19/21 fine days, maybe over-optimistic, but usually more fine than rough.
October forecast signs fit well with days of prediction, and should be taken seriously. Best
reputation for long range forecasts.
St Luke usually gives 4 days to a week of lovely weather. (very true) He does however
sometimes arrive five days late!
One can reasonably expect a warm period between mid-September and mid-November.
Feast of St Simon and St Jude signals the start of a very stormy period, and the end of St
Likes summer. It is also claimed there is never a year without rain this day.
Abundance of acorns, dead nettles and thick onion skins in October indicate a hard winter.
Heavy crop of haw-berries and beech nuts indicates a bad winter to come.
31st - Halloween. Has a reputation for being a quiet night.
The garden month - expect downpours of rain.
For every October fog there will be snow in winter, heavy or light according to the fog. Most
reliable indeed.
Full moon in October without frost, no frost till full moon in November. (a golden rule)
If the October moon is born with the points up, the month will be dry. If down, wet. (the old
saying being that a moon on its back catches the rain - a moon on its side cannot
catch the rain)
If during leaf-fall in October many leaves remain hanging, a frosty winter with much snow will
follow. (very true)
If in October leaves till hold, the coming winter will be cold (yes).
Late leaf fall, hard in New Year, (true)
If Oak bears its leaves in October there will be a hard winter. [very reliable]
If in the fall of leaves many of them wither on the boughs and hang there, a frosty winter and
much snow will follow. (proven yes)
If foxes bark much in October they are calling up great falls of snow. (true even in Cities)
(If no foxes or hares in your district watch the sheep. If they cluster together and move
slowly, it is a sure sign of snow). Yes - proven with sheep.
If the hare wears a thick coat in October, he shows his wisdom. (lay in a good stock of fuel)
When owls hunt in daylight, expect a hard winter.
If squirrels early mass their hoard, expect a winter like a sword.
When birds and badgers are fat in October, you may expect a cold winter.
If there is snow and frost on October, January will be mild.
If October brings much frost and rain, then January and February will be mild.

Windy October, dry January; warm October, cold February.
If late October and early November are warm and rainy there is a better chance that January
and February will be cold and frosty. (Proven from local records)
October wet, March dry. [yes if October above average, March will be below average]
October cold, March cold (is more likely from local records). October warm, March colder
than average (proven from local records)
The last week in October is the wettest of the year in southern England and the chances of a
dry day on the 28th is minimal. [official averages]
Observe the first heavy fog in August and expect a hard frost the same day in October.
[check readings]
Much rain in October, much wind/rain in December.
When it freezes and snows in October, January will bring mild weather, but if it is thunder
and lightning, the weather will resemble April in temper.
If October brings heavy frosts and winds, then January and February will be mild.
Redwings arrive mid-October and Fieldfares the end of October.
In October dung your field and your land its wealth shall yield.
The end of summer -leaves turn gold and fall, the chills of autumn herald the onset of winter.
Wine harvest vintage month.
Time of first frosts and final harvest. The greater the harvest, the greater the frost and snow
the following winter.
THE FULL MOON THIS MONTH IS CALLED THE HUNTERS MOON.
The tree for the month is Ivy up-to 27th. Thereafter it is the Reed.

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR EDENBRIDGE (USING 1981-2010 FIGURES)
Mean Max:
16C
Mean Min:
6.5C
Mean Avg:
11.25C
Rainfall:
92.9mm
Sunshine:
131.2hrs (day = 4.23hrs)
Whilst I appreciate the above are local figures, it will be an indication of what the averages
are, and, of course there will be local variations. Such variations can be found by
trawling the various weather websites, or by using the superb data found in the
Climatologists Observers Link website.
The following figures are for the average temperature at 12 noon and again at 4pm, taken at
the beginning and again at the end of the month.
1st
16C
17C
31st
11.8C
11.3C
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September 2016

DATE

October 01
October 02
October 03
October 04
October 05
October 06
October 07
October 08
October 09
October 10
October 11
October 12
October 13
October 14
October 15
October 16
October 17
October 18
October 19
October 20
October 21
October 22
October 23
October 24
October 25
October 26
October 27
October 28
October 29
October 30
October 31

Chandler & Gregory
Barry & Perry

Brooks

Lamb

Buchan

Met Office

Season

1st - 10th frequency of

10/9 - 19/11

anti-cyclonic

autumn

remains high
in this period
5th - 12th stormy

peak day
peak day

16th - 20th anti-cyclonic

16th - 20th
quiet
period

peak day

24th - 13th Nov stormy

24th - 13th Nov.

24th - 13th

Late Autumn rains

25th - 26th northerly type

stormy

& frequent storms

26th - 29th high risk

period

26th - 29th high risk
26th - 29th high risk
peak day

26th - 29th high risk
10/9 - 19/11
autumn

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

S
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
M

Moon

Weather

NEW

frost

DoP

OCTOBER
Saint/Holy
Day

2016
Other
day

Quarter
day

Apogee
Perigee

Met Off
Stormy/quiet

Buchan
warm/cool

Supermoon

Highest
tides

apogee 1103hrs

1stQ

rain
Vinalia day

FULL

LQ

rain

DANGER
PERIOD
15th to
20th

perigee 2337hrs
St Luke

quiet
16th
to
20th
""

rain/snow
stormy
24th
to
13-Nov
St Simon/St Jude

NEW

fair

BST ENDS

apogee 1930hrs
Halloween

highest
tides
16th
to
21st

